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Abstract.18

Background: Studies investigating the diagnostic accuracy of biomarkers for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) are typically performed
using the clinical diagnosis or amyloid-� positron emission tomography as the reference test. However, neither can be considered
a gold standard or a perfect reference test for AD. Not accounting for errors in the reference test is known to cause bias in the
diagnostic accuracy of biomarkers.
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Objective: To determine the diagnostic accuracy of AD biomarkers while taking the imperfectness of the reference test into
account.
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Methods: To determine the diagnostic accuracy of AD biomarkers and taking the imperfectness of the reference test into account,
we have developed a Bayesian method. This method establishes the biomarkers’ true value in predicting the AD-pathology status
by combining the reference test and the biomarker data with available information on the reliability of the reference test. The
new methodology was applied to two clinical datasets to establish the joint accuracy of three cerebrospinal fluid biomarkers
(amyloid-�1-42, Total tau, and P-tau181) by including the clinical diagnosis as imperfect reference test into the analysis.
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Results: The area under the receiver-operating-characteristics curve to discriminate between AD and controls, increases from
0.949 (with 95% credible interval [0.935,0.960]) to 0.990 ([0.985,0.995]) and from 0.870 ([0.817,0.912]) to 0.975 ([0.943,0.990])
for the cohorts, respectively.
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32

Conclusions: Use of the Bayesian methodology enables an improved estimate of the exact diagnostic value of AD biomarkers
and overcomes the lack of a gold standard for AD. Using the new method will increase the diagnostic confidence for early stages
of AD.

33
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INTRODUCTION30

Biomarkers for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) that are31

linked to the pathological process are of paramount32

importance for early diagnosis of AD and selection of33

appropriate patients for clinical trials [1, 2]. Before34

biomarkers can be used clinically, their diagnostic35

accuracy needs to be thoroughly ascertained. To this36

end, a reference test against which the biomarker is37

verified needs to be selected.38

The first choice would be the definite AD diagnosis,39

provided by postmortem neuropathological analysis.40

However, autopsy confirmation suffers from con-41

siderable between-laboratory differences [3], is by42

definition post hoc, and is only rarely available. In43

general, the accuracy of early AD biomarkers, or any44

diagnostic test for AD for that matter, is typically45

assessed using the clinical diagnosis as the reference46

test. The latter is imperfect because the clinical diag-47

nosis suffers from classification errors (misdiagnosis)48

[4] and the onset of the pathogenic process as reflected49

in biomarker changes can precede the manifestation50

of clinical symptoms by at least a decade [5]. Hence,51

a clinical non-AD diagnosis does not exclude under-52

lying AD-pathology and the clinical diagnosis of AD53

does not predict underlying pathology, as was recently54

shown in the phase III study with Bapineuzimab [6].55

The imperfectness of the clinical diagnosis is usu-56

ally ignored, resulting in a biased assessment of the57

diagnostic accuracy of biomarkers and suboptimal58

biomarker thresholds for clinical applications [7]. If the59

biomarker and reference test do not tend to misclas-60

sify the same patients, the diagnostic accuracy of the61

biomarker will be underestimated. When the biomarker62

and the reference test are dependent, the diagnostic63

accuracy of the biomarker can be either underestimated64

or overestimated, depending on the strength of the asso-65

ciation [8, 9]. Recently, Toledo et al. [10] demonstrated66

that using the clinical diagnosis as a perfect refer-67

ence leads to an underestimation of cerebrospinal fluid68

(CSF) AD biomarker sensitivity and specificity values69

and shifts the cut-offs compared to using the autopsy70

confirmed diagnosis as reference test.71

Different statistical methods have been developed 72

to correctly estimate diagnostic accuracy when an 73

imperfect reference test is used. Reitsma et al. [7] 74

systematically reviewed the different solutions and 75

provided methodological guidelines depending on the 76

medical test under evaluation and the availability and 77

nature of the data. 78

To date, these methods have not systematically been 79

applied to estimate the diagnostic accuracy of AD 80

biomarkers. An interesting attempt was undertaken by 81

De Meyer et al. [11], who proposed a method to evalu- 82

ate the CSF AD biomarkers while completely ignoring 83

the clinical diagnosis. 84

More recently, positron emission tomography (PET) 85

amyloid imaging was used as reference test for eval- 86

uation of the diagnostic accuracy of (mainly CSF) 87

AD biomarkers for brain amyloid-� (A�) deposition 88

[12]. Although this correctly reduces the time-lag in 89

expected onset of changes between biomarkers and 90

reference test, amyloid PET imaging cannot (yet) 91

be considered a gold standard or a perfect refer- 92

ence test for early AD. There is no true in vivo gold 93

standard for amyloid burden and there is substantial 94

overlap between the distribution of PET measure- 95

ments for presumed AD and non-AD groups [13, 96

14]. In addition, as for all tests, PET analysis is 97

not free from measurement errors, and standard- 98

ization of different measurement procedures is still 99

ongoing [14]. 100

As an alternative to search for a surrogate gold stan- 101

dard, it has been suggested that the complexity of 102

dementia diagnosis would be best served by integrating 103

multiple sources of information [3]. A Bayesian frame- 104

work integrates different data sources in a natural way 105

and is most suited for this purpose. 106

Bayesian methods have become increasingly pop- 107

ular, notably in medical research [15]. A Bayesian 108

approach can include prior information, accommodate 109

adaptive clinical trials (e.g., interim analyses, change to 110

sample size, or change to randomization scheme) and 111

can be useful for analysis of a complex model when 112

a frequentist analysis is difficult to implement or does 113

not exist [16]. 114
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Recent breakthroughs in computational algorithms115

and computing speed have made it possible to carry116

out calculations of the often computationally intense117

Bayesian analysis. Also the fact that regulatory authori-118

ties embrace the use of Bayesian statistics has boosted119

its application in medical research. Already in 2003,120

the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved121

a drug combination (pravastatin and aspirin) based122

on a Bayesian analysis [17]. Likewise, the Center for123

Devices and Radiological Health of the FDA, that is124

among others responsible for clearance of diagnostic125

test kits, issued a guideline for the use of Bayesian126

statistics and now routinely accepts applications based127

on Bayesian trials [18].128

Bayesian statistics is currently a widespread129

approach in oncology. Many leading medical jour-130

nals have published original oncology studies using131

Bayesian analysis and prominent cancer centers132

have implemented several clinical trials, which were133

designed using Bayesian methods [19]. In pediatric134

science, care providers are accustomed with and often135

obliged to rely on evidence from adult studies; bor-136

rowing information from adult trials using a Bayesian137

approach is common practice [20]. Also in diagnostic138

medicine, Bayesian approaches are well-established139

and often help to validate diagnostics test with smaller-140

sized and shorter-duration pivotal trial [18, 21].141

In this paper, we present a Bayesian framework142

which establishes the diagnostic accuracy of AD143

biomarkers by integrating different data sources, with-144

out the need for a gold standard or perfect reference145

test. We applied the new Bayesian analysis method146

to establish the performance of the three CSF AD147

biomarkers, A�1-42, Total tau, and P-tau181p present148

in two datasets, with the clinical diagnosis considered149

as an imperfect reference test. We hypothesized that150

the diagnostic performance of the CSF AD biomark-151

ers would be higher when analyzed with the Bayesian152

analysis method that accounts for the imperfectness of153

the clinical diagnosis.154

MATERIALS AND METHODS155

Data sets156

We used two independent cohorts. The VUmc (VU157

University Medical Center) data set that consists of158

patients from the memory-clinic-based Amsterdam159

Dementia Cohort who received a diagnosis of either160

subjective memory complaints (SMC) or probable161

AD. Baseline CSF was collected between October162

1999 and November 2011. All patients underwent163

standard dementia screening at baseline, including 164

physical and neurological examination, EEG, MRI, 165

and laboratory tests. Cognitive screening included a 166

Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) and a com- 167

prehensive neuropsychological test battery. Diagnoses 168

were made by consensus in a multidisciplinary team 169

without knowledge of CSF results. The label of SMC 170

was given when results of all clinical examinations 171

were normal, and there was no psychiatric diagnosis. 172

Patients with subjective complaints were considered 173

as controls, but were only included when the diagno- 174

sis was confirmed at follow-up visits. This resulted 175

in 251 SMC subjects. Probable AD (n = 631) was 176

diagnosed according to the criteria of the National 177

Institute of Neurological and Communicative Dis- 178

orders and Stroke-Alzheimer’s Disease and Related 179

Disorders association (NINCDS-ADRDA), and all 180

patients met the core clinical NIA-AA criteria [22]. 181

More details about this cohort have been provided 182

elsewhere [23]. All subjects gave written informed 183

consent for the use of their clinical data for research 184

purposes. The current study was approved by the local 185

ethical review board. CSF levels of A�1-42, Total tau, 186

and P-tau181p were determined using commercially 187

available single-parameter ELISA kits (respectively, 188

INNOTEST® AMYLOID(1-42), INNOTEST® hTAU 189

Ag, INNOTEST® PHOSPHOTAU(181P)) and were 190

not used for diagnosis. 191

The second data set consisted of Alzheimer’s Dis- 192

ease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)-I patients. ADNI 193

was launched in 2003 by the National Institute on 194

Aging (NIA), the National Institute of Biomedi- 195

cal Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB), the FDA, 196

private pharmaceutical companies, and non-profit 197

organizations. ADNI-I subjects who (i) agreed to 198

undergo a lumbar puncture, (ii) had results for all three 199

CSF biomarkers at baseline, and (iii) belonged to either 200

the control or AD group at baseline, were selected for 201

the current study. This selection resulted in a dataset 202

including 96 AD and 109 control subjects. The CSF 203

biomarker data were obtained using the xMAP plat- 204

form (Luminex Corp, Austin, Texas) and INNO-BIA 205

AlzBio3 research-use-only reagents. 206

Table 1 provides baseline characteristics for the two 207

study populations. 208

Statistical methodology 209

Measure of diagnostic accuracy 210

To establish the joint diagnostic accuracy of the 211

AD biomarkers, the biomarkers were combined into 212

a diagnostic score (see below). As a measure of the 213
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Table 1
Baseline characteristics of the study populations (mean ± SD)

Dataset Group n Age (y) Female (%) MMSE A�42∗ (pg/mL) Tau∗ (pg/mL) Ptau-181∗ (pg/mL)

VUmc SMC 251 64 ± 6.6 104 (41) 28 ± 1.5 874 ± 251.0 302 ± 197.7 52 ± 24.0
AD 631 68 ± 7.5 326 (52) 21 ± 5.0 465 ± 161.6 690 ± 415.4 89 ± 39.2

ADNI Control 109 76 ± 5.3 55 (50) 29 ± 1.0 206 ± 54.4 69 ± 30.2 25 ± 14.8
AD 96 75 ± 8.0 40 (42) 24 ± 1.9 142 ± 4.0 122 ± 57.0 42 ± 19.8

∗CSF levels of A�1-42, Total tau, and P-tau181p were determined using commercially available single-parameter ELISA kits (INNOTEST®

AMYLOID(1-42), INNOTEST® hTAU Ag, INNOTEST® PHOSPHOTAU(181P)) and using the xMAP platform (Luminex Corp, Austin, Texas)
and INNO-BIA AlzBio3 reagents at VUmc and ADNI, respectively.

Fig. 1. Schematic summary on the construction of a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and interpretation of the area under the
ROC curve (AUC). The ROC curve is a plot of the sensitivity and (1-specificity) for each value of a continuous diagnostic marker. AUC can
be interpreted as the probability that, for a randomly selected pair of non-AD and AD subjects, the value of the score for the AD subject will
be larger than the value of the non-AD subject. For a score that perfectly separates non-AD and AD populations, the value of AUC is equal
to 1, corresponding to the ROC curve passing through the (0,1) point, i.e., the point corresponding to a diagnostic test with 100% sensitivity
and 100% specificity. For a score that has no discriminative ability, the value of AUC is equal to 0.5, corresponding to a ROC curve along the
diagonal line. TP, true positive; FP, false positive; TN, true negative; FN, false negative.

diagnostic performance of this score, the area under the214

receiver-operating-characteristics (ROC) curve (AUC)215

was used (Fig. 1).216

AD biomarker performance using a Bayesian217

framework that accounts for an imperfect clinical218

diagnosis219

To account for possible errors in the clinical diagno-220

sis, both the AD biomarkers AND the clinical diagnosis221

were considered as data sources carrying information222

about the (unknown) disease status of the subjects.223

Note that, in a classical analysis, the clinical diagno-224

sis would be taken as the correct disease status, which225

does not reflect reality.226

A Bayesian framework integrates different data227

sources in a natural way and is hence most suited for our228

purpose. At the core of the Bayesian approach lays the229

use of prior information [15]. The information (here-230

after also termed ‘prior opinion’ or ‘prior information’)231

is provided in the form of probability distributions for232

the parameters of a model. The distribution indicates233

which (sets of) values of the parameters are considered 234

to be (relatively) more likely than others. In particular, 235

uninformative distributions (e.g., a normal distribution 236

with a huge variance) can be used in the data analysis 237

to imply the absence of any information, i.e., the fact 238

that all values of a particular parameter are equally 239

likely. If some information is available, informative 240

prior distributions are used. 241

By combining the prior distribution with the data, 242

a posterior distribution for the parameter of interest is 243

obtained. The posterior distribution reflects the change 244

of the opinion induced by the data, as compared to 245

the prior opinion (see Fig. 2). When uninformative 246

prior distributions are used, the data is used as the only 247

source of information. In Bayesian analysis, it is best 248

practice to perform a ‘sensitivity analysis’ using differ- 249

ent priors to disentangle the effect of prior information 250

and the analysis dataset on the reported results. 251

In our analyses, we made the ‘conditional inde- 252

pendence assumption’, i.e., we assumed that AD 253

biomarkers and clinical diagnosis do not misclassify 254
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the Bayesian ‘Change of Opinion’ approach. X-axis: Parameter of interest (e.g., average biomarker concentration
in pg/�l). Y-axis: Probability of occurrence. Histogram: observed data. Dashed lines: prior opinion (‘prior distribution’). Solid lines: opinion
after obtaining data (‘posterior distribution’), Panel (a): Application of an uninformative prior amounts to forming an opinion based solely on
the observed the data. The horizontal (uninformative) prior distribution indicates that, before data collection, each value is considered equally
likely to occur. As a result, the posterior distribution coincides with the observed-data histogram. Panel (b): Application of an informative
prior amounts to forming an opinion based on combining the prior information and the observed the data. The bell-shaped (informative)
prior distribution indicates that, before data collection, the parameter of interest lies, with 95% probability, within the range of 62 to 98. The
posterior distribution combines the prior information with the observed data. As a result, the obtained posterior distribution is different from
the prior distribution and from the histogram, and it indicates that the value of the parameter lies, with 95% probability, within the range of
75 to 105.

the same individuals. The diagnostic score was255

constructed by using a linear combination of the256

biomarkers that maximizes AUC for normally-257

distributed biomarkers [24].258

We used prior distributions for the following param-259

eters: the AUC of a combination of biomarkers, the260

mean value for each biomarker in the non-AD pop-261

ulation, the variances and correlations between all262

biomarkers in both populations, the prevalence of dis-263

eased cases, the sensitivity of the clinical diagnosis, and264

the specificity of clinical diagnosis. We used uninfor-265

mative prior distributions for the biomarkers’ means,266

variances and correlations, and for the disease preva-267

lence.268

For the AUC of the linear combination of AD269

biomarkers, we used more informative priors based270

on a paper containing data from 12 publications that271

reported a joint AUC for CSF biomarkers [25]. The272

lowest reported joint AUC was equal to 0.90 (no stan-273

dard error provided) [26] and the highest value was274

equal to 0.997 (95% CI 0.926–1) [27]. Based on those275

data, we formulated two prior distributions for the joint276

AUC (Fig. 3a). The first prior distribution implied that277

the probability that the AUC was larger than 0.7 and278

0.9 was equal to 90% and 30%, respectively. This279

prior was labeled as ‘optimistic’ in the sense that it 280

pointed toward a high diagnostic accuracy. The second 281

prior distribution choice was labeled as ‘skeptical’ as 282

it suggested that the AUC was around 0.75, with only 283

5% probability that it exceeded 0.90, the lowest value 284

reported [25]. 285

Also for the specificity and sensitivity of the clinical 286

diagnosis, we used informative priors. Three studies 287

[4, 28, 29] reported high sensitivity of the clinical AD 288

diagnosis (ranging from 81.8% to 100%) in a mixed 289

dementia setting; another study [30] reported much 290

worse sensitivities ranging from 39% to 95% and speci- 291

ficities ranging from 33% to 100%. Based on those 292

data, we formulated two prior distributions (Fig. 3b). 293

The first, ‘optimistic’ prior in accordance with [4, 28, 294

29], suggested a sensitivity and specificity of about 295

90%, with 5% probability that sensitivity and speci- 296

ficity were below 80%. The second, more ‘skeptical’ 297

prior, in accordance with [30], was centered at 59%, 298

with a 95% probability that sensitivity and specificity 299

were larger than 25%. The ‘skeptical’ prior assumed 300

less information about the performance of the clinical 301

diagnosis and allowed more flexibility for the biomark- 302

ers to ‘overrule’ the clinical diagnosis, as compared to 303

the ‘optimistic’ prior distribution. 304
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Fig. 3. Prior distributions for the AUC (a) and sensitivity/specificity of the clinical diagnosis (b).

If we treat the clinical diagnosis as an imperfect ref-305

erence test, the true disease status of the subjects is306

unknown. It is hence not possible to use a binary clas-307

sifier to establish a ROC curve. Informally speaking,308

the model we use predicts the disease status of the indi-309

viduals that best fits the biomarker and clinical data.310

At the same time, the parameters of a multivariate nor-311

mal distribution for the biomarkers are estimated for312

each group, defined by the predicted disease status of313

the individuals. Based on the estimated distributional314

parameters, a ‘bi-normal ROC-curve’ [9] is obtained,315

providing estimates of sensitivity and specificity. More316

details on the Bayesian methodology can be found in317

the Supplementary Material.318

AD biomarker performance assuming that the319

clinical diagnosis is a perfect reference test320

To evaluate the impact of allowing for errors in the321

clinical diagnosis, we also performed two analyses that322

assumed that the clinical diagnosis indicates the correct323

disease status.324

First, the data were analyzed using logistic regres-325

sion, a methodology that is often applied to evaluate326

AD biomarkers’ performance [31, 32]. A diagnostic327

score was calculated with the regression parameters328

and the diagnostic performance of this score was eval-329

uated against the clinical diagnosis.330

Second, we analyzed the AD biomarkers’ perfor-331

mance with the new Bayesian method (see above),332

assuming that the clinical diagnosis is a perfect ref-333

erence test. Toward this end, sensitivity and specificity 334

of clinical diagnosis in the Bayesian model were set to 335

1 (i.e., ‘extremely’ informative priors were used) and 336

the prevalence of AD was estimated by the proportion 337

of clinical AD subjects in the datasets. 338

By comparison of the results obtained for the latter 339

two analyses the effect of the methodology (Bayesian 340

method versus classical logistic regression) could be 341

evaluated. In addition, the comparison of the results of 342

the two Bayesian analyses allowed the evaluation of the 343

effect of handling the clinical diagnosis data (perfect 344

versus imperfect reference test) on the assessment of 345

the diagnostic performance of the AD biomarkers. 346

Model fitting 347

The proposed Bayesian method assumed that all 348

biomarkers display a normal distribution. To conform 349

to this assumption, Total tau and Ptau-181p values were 350

log transformed for all analyses. The analyses were 351

performed using R [33], version 3.0.1 and OpenBUGS 352

[34]. More information on model fitting is provided in 353

the Supplementary Material. 354

After fitting the models, the median AUC was 355

obtained from the posterior distribution, together with 356

a 95% credible interval (CrI), the Bayesian counterpart 357

of the ‘classical’ confidence interval (CI). CrI provides 358

the range of values that are expected with 95% proba- 359

bility according to the (posterior) distribution.
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RESULTS360

Figure 4 shows the ROC curves for different analy-361

ses of the VUmc data (grey) and ADNI data (black).362

In particular, it shows the curves for the analysis using363

the logistic regression (dotted), for the Bayesian model364

obtained by assuming a perfect reference test (dashed),365

and by assuming an imperfect reference test (solid).366

Note that the latter were obtained by using the ‘skep-367

tical’ AUC prior and ‘optimistic’ priors for sensitivity368

and specificity of the clinical diagnosis.369

The ROC curves for the logistic regression are close370

to the curves corresponding to the Bayesian model that371

also assumed that the clinical diagnosis is a perfect372

reference test. These results show that the Bayesian373

method in principle yields the same results as the ‘clas-374

sical’ logistic regression, proving confidence in our375

approach. Consequently, we have further focused on376

the Bayesian methodology.377

When assuming that the clinical diagnosis is an378

imperfect reference test, the ROC curves are higher379

compared to the corresponding curves obtained when380

assuming that the reference test is perfect. This shows381

that, by assuming that the clinical diagnosis flaw-382

lessly indicates the pathophysiological AD status, one383

underestimates the joint diagnostic performance of the384

biomarkers.385

In particular, for the VUmc dataset, the median AUC386

was equal to 0.949 with 95% CrI [0.935,0.960] when387

the diagnosis was treated as a perfect reference test388

Fig. 4. ROC curves for different analyses for VUmc (grey) and
ADNI (black) dataset.

and 0·990 with 95% CrI [0.985,0.995] when treated 389

as an imperfect reference test. For the ADNI data, the 390

corresponding values were equal to 0.870 (95% CrI: 391

[0.817,0.912]) and 0·975 (95% CrI: [0.943,0.990]), 392

respectively. 393

Figure 5 shows the results of analyses with dif- 394

ferent prior distributions. The difference between the 395

ROC curves (and hence, AUC) obtained with different 396

combinations of the ‘optimistic’ and ‘skeptical’ prior 397

distributions for the AUC and sensitivity and speci- 398

ficity of the clinical diagnosis was minimal (Fig. 5). 399

DISCUSSION 400

By applying the newly developed Bayesian method 401

to the two datasets, we were able to show that the AUC 402

to discriminate between subjects with AD pathology 403

and controls, increases from 0.949 (with 95% credi- 404

ble interval [0.935,0.960]) to 0.990 ([0.985,0.995]) and 405

from 0.870 ([0.817,0.912]) to 0·975 ([0.943,0.990]) for 406

the VUmc and ADNI cohorts, respectively. 407

This effect can be intuitively explained as follows. 408

With an imperfect clinical diagnosis, some individuals 409

will be diagnosed as non-AD, while their AD biomark- 410

ers may be indicative of existing AD pathophysiology, 411

as biomarker abnormalities can occur decades before 412

clinical symptoms become apparent [35]. For these 413

individuals, the AD biomarkers will be considered as 414

‘incorrect’ if the clinical diagnosis is regarded as the 415

perfect reference test. Consequently, the performance 416

of the biomarkers will be underestimated. It is in this 417

complex situation that our proposed approach is most 418

useful [7, 36], enabling an estimation of the biomark- 419

ers’ performance by objectively examining the strength 420

of statistical relationships among variables. 421

We applied a Bayesian approach because this 422

allowed integrating different sources of information, 423

while taking into account the absence of a perfect 424

reference test. In Bayesian inference, the specifica- 425

tion of prior distributions for the model parameters 426

is needed. It is good practice to perform a sensitiv- 427

ity analysis to check the influence of the choice of 428

the prior distributions on the results and to disen- 429

tangle the effect of the prior distributions and of the 430

data on the reported results. Toward this end, ‘skepti- 431

cal’ and ‘optimistic priors’ for the biomarkers’ AUC 432

and sensitivity and specificity of the clinical diagno- 433

sis were used in our analysis. The ‘skeptical’ priors 434

were only weakly informative (containing little prior 435

information) while the ‘optimistic’ priors contained 436

more information that pointed to a better diagnostic 437
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity analysis: ROC curves when using different priors for VUmc (top row) and ADNI dataset (bottom row). The graphs on the
right represent the same ROC curves as the graphs on the left, but are zoomed in to the rectangle in the upper left corner. Note that, for VUmc,
the solid and dashed grey line overlap.

performance of the biomarkers or clinical diagnosis438

as found in literature. Figure 5 shows that the differ-439

ent combinations of these prior distributions resulted440

in minimally different ROC-curves. This implies that441

our conclusions are robust to reasonable changes in442

prior distributions for the diagnostic performance of443

the biomarkers and clinical diagnosis. Put differently,444

the results presented in Fig. 4 are mainly driven by the445

data and not by the prior information.446

All statistical analyses rely on assumptions.447

Bayesian statistics has the advantage to encour-448

age a thorough consideration and presentation of449

the assumptions underlying the performed analysis.450

We have avoided the assumption that the refer-451

ence test is perfect, because this has been reported 452

to cause biased diagnostic accuracy results [7, 36, 453

37]. The validity of the presented approach relies 454

on the assumption that the clinical diagnosis and 455

AD biomarkers do not misclassify the same sub- 456

jects (the ‘conditional independence assumption’). 457

At this point, mainly heuristic arguments can be 458

offered for the plausibility of this assumption. As 459

long as the clinical diagnosis is not based on the 460

CSF biomarkers, we can assume that the biomarkers 461

and clinical diagnosis do not tend to misclassify the 462

same subjects. Furthermore, our findings are in line 463

with the reports on lower diagnostic performance of 464

CSF biomarkers when evaluated against the clinical 465
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diagnosis instead of the pathology confirmed diagno-466

sis [10].467

There is no gold standard for a complex disease468

like AD [3]. We show that this is no longer an469

issue as the developed Bayesian methodology can470

deal with the absence of a perfect reference test. The471

new approach is constructed by assembling compo-472

nents of methods that have been proposed for the473

evaluation of the diagnostic performance of a com-474

bination of markers [39] when no perfect reference475

test is available [36]. To our knowledge, this is the476

first report of the use of a Bayesian approach to477

define the diagnostic performance of AD biomarkers478

that acknowledges the absence of a perfect reference479

test.480

The new methodology is based on well-established481

statistical concepts, but is more complicated than482

a simple comparison with the clinical diagnosis or483

dichotomized PET data as outcome. It is, however,484

the complexity of a dementia diagnosis that calls for485

appropriate, more advanced analysis methods.486

The reported diagnostic accuracy results are relevant487

only for discrimination between the two well-defined488

groups in this study namely AD versus SMC/control.489

These estimates of diagnostic accuracy are often490

higher than expected in the target patient popula-491

tion which contains difficult-to-diagnose subjects (e.g.,492

MCI patients) [7]. This is not an issue for the pur-493

pose of our manuscript, as our goals were to develop494

a new method that allows for an imperfect reference495

test and to compare the resulting estimates of diagnos-496

tic accuracy with those obtained by currently applied497

methodologies. In practice, these extremely high accu-498

racy estimates will not be achieved because the target499

patient population will contain difficult-to-diagnose500

subjects (such as MCI patients) and patients with dif-501

ferent types of dementia.502

However, the estimates of diagnostic accuracy are503

expected to be higher in the target patient population504

when estimated with the Bayesian analysis as com-505

pared to a classical analysis with the clinical diagnosis506

as perfect reference test. Although the patterns of dif-507

ferences between the results for the different models508

(Fig. 4) were identical for VUmc and ADNI datasets,509

the numerical values of the AUC estimates were not.510

For each of the three models, the combined biomark-511

ers’ AUC was higher for the VUmc data than for the512

ADNI data. This difference is most likely due to the513

higher age of the ADNI subjects (on average about 10514

years older than VUmc subjects), as it is well-known515

that the diagnostic accuracy of CSF AD biomarkers516

decreases with age [38].517

The new methodology can now be used for re- 518

investigation of the clinical value of existing AD 519

biomarkers to determine which CSF biomarkers are 520

needed for maximum discriminate between stable and 521

progressing MCI patients or for a differential demen- 522

tia diagnosis. The cut-offs that would be derived from 523

the ROC-curve of the new method will be differ- 524

ent from the current cut-offs values that are set with 525

the clinical diagnosis as perfect reference test. Also 526

the comparison of the clinical value between CSF 527

biomarkers measured using different platforms or A� 528

PET deposition measured with different tracers could 529

be addressed. Importantly, the new analysis method 530

also supports the direct comparison of the diagnostic 531

value of CSF and imaging biomarkers for A� depo- 532

sition. In this way, the interchangeability (assumed in 533

the (preclinical) AD criteria [1, 5]) or complementarity 534

(as suggested by the reported proportion of discordant 535

cases [12–14]) of the two in vivo biomarkers could 536

be determined. We anticipate that the use of the new 537

Bayesian framework will lead to a more accurate diag- 538

nosis based on biomarkers and hence more diagnostic 539

confidence in early stages of AD. 540
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